Are you a student (BSc, MSc, PhD) from the University of Torino?

DO YOU WANT TO TAKE A STEP AHEAD TO BRING ACADEMIC KNOWLEDGE INTO REAL FOOD SOLUTIONS?

We are looking for students who would like to get actively involved in EIT Food Solution projects!

What you get (besides ECTs)?

- Work in a multidisciplinary team and create new innovative products
- Collaborate and compete with international student teams (EU-wide)
- Liaise closely with companies
- Get knowledge in project management, product- and business case development
- Chance to commercialize your product idea (innovation grants)!

The EIT is a body of the European Union
From Leaf to Root: Holistic Use of Vegetables

The EIT is a body of the European Union
From Leaf to Root

• Start: March 2020 – December 2020
  → Kick off meeting in Brussels @Colruyts: 8-9 April 2020
  → Intermediate event: Belfast (QUB) & final gala: Turin

• Challenge:

Many vegetables including sweet corn, artichokes, potato and cabbage are not holistically used in food production although they are safe to consume (without or with further processing). In some cases, more than 50% of the nutritional valuable material is left in the fields or not further valorized. This is due to several reasons including harvesting procedures having been designed for conventional products, consumer unawareness, and a lack of holistic product concepts. The idea of “From Leaf to Root” is that student teams will tackle these challenges by developing prototypes/products based on plant parts that are to date not or only very infrequently utilized, thereby promoting both a more sustainable use of resources and healthier nutrition.
**Information**

- **2 teams / project (4-5 students/team)**
  - Learn from experts in retail, food industry and marketing (visit the companies)
  - Way from an innovative idea to a product
  - Learn how to develop a business case (e.g. onsite training from professionals) and create your own one!
  - Award for the best solutions + possibly innovation grant

Submit your application today and you will be among the selected students who will participate to the project.

Detailed information and application form is available at:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfJrn81ZaWeEw-r2S99fwxLii5K5Qyw4d1-g_UjTfQK43VAHA/viewform

**Deadline: March 15, 2020**
Impressions from previous projects

- Bolitas
- BANABOOMS
- Crumb Sticks
- TASTATION
- BONECRACKER
- Algeeny
- SUPASO
  Sugarcane Packaging Solutions

Think Green. Eat black.